
Reliable MIX Casade Networksthrough ReputationRoger Dingledine1 and Paul Syverson21 Reputation Tehnologies, In. (arma�reputation.om)2 Naval Researh Lab (syverson�itd.nrl.navy.mil)Abstrat. We desribe a MIX asade protool and a reputation systemthat together inrease the reliability of a network of MIX asades. Inour protool, MIX nodes periodially generate a ommunally randomseed that, along with their reputations, determines asade on�guration.Nodes send test messages to monitor their asades. Senders an alsodemonstrate message deryptions to onvine honest asade membersthat a asade is misbehaving. By allowing any node to delare the failureof its own asade, we eliminate the need for global trusted witnesses.Keywords: anonymity, reputation, peer-to-peer, ommunal randomness1 IntrodutionPratial anonymous ommuniation systems require high reliability. Reliabilityan lead to eÆieny beause routes are more likely to sueed. Reliability analso improve anonymity beause senders need to resend fewer messages, andbeause a reliable system draws more users and thereby inreases anonymitysets. Past approahes to inreasing remailer reliability have inluded writingmore reliable software [22℄, building MIX protools that give provable robustnessguarantees [6, 11, 18℄, and building a reputation system to let users hoose pathsbased on the published sores for eah node [7℄.The reputation system desribed in [7℄ uses a MIX-net in whih nodes give re-eipts for intermediate messages. These reeipts, together with a set of witnesses,allow senders to verify the orretness of eah node and prove misbehavior tothe witnesses. Here we investigate and solve two problems from that design:{ The mehanism for verifying a failure laim requires a set of global witnesses,a threshold of whih need to be involved in on�rming every failure laim.These global witnesses reate both a trust bottlenek and a ommuniationsbottlenek. Our new reputation system avoids these bottleneks by makingeah node a witness to its own asade.{ An adversary trying to do traÆ analysis an get more traÆ by gaininga high reputation. We protet against suh adversaries by hoosing from apool of \aeptable" MIX nodes, and building asades so we an bound theprobability that an adversary will ontrol an entire asade.



2 Overview and Threat ModelWe aim to improve the reliability of anonymous ommuniation systems, en-abling their pratial use in �elds suh as eletroni ommere, where trans-ations need to be eÆient, reliable | and, frequently, anonymous. We orderMIX nodes into asades, where eah asade presents a �xed path through thenetwork. This approah allows us to deentralize the use of witnesses to detetfailure as introdued in [7℄, sine eah node an witness the traÆ through itsown asade. Further, using asades allows us to better resist traÆ analysisfrom a pervasive adversary, sine sending traÆ through �xed paths makes inter-setion attaks more diÆult. Our reputation system gives users a more auratepiture of whih nodes are urrently up, allowing them to hoose routes morereliably and to know what level of protetion they're getting.Spei�ally, we aim to defend against two adversary goals. An anonymity-breaking adversary tries to disover linkability between sender and reeiver; toidentify the sender or reeiver of a given message; or to trae a sender forward(or a reeiver bakward) to any messages. A reliability-breaking adversary triesto deny servie to users. We assume that our adversary an passively wath alltraÆ, and an delay, modify, or insert some messages. We also assume that theadversary has ompromised some fration of the partiipating MIXes.Setion 4 shows the protool by whih MIXes build themselves into asadesin a publi and veri�able way, and also desribes the proess of generating om-munal randomness so MIXes don't need to trust a entral authority to build theasades. We periodially rebuild asades to reet hanges in reliability.Inspired by a omment by Jim MCoy about using reputation apital toregulate partiipants in DC-nets [17℄, we use a very simple reputation system.Any member of a asade an delare its own asade to have failed. Nodes in asuessful asade eah gain one reputation point, whereas all nodes in a failedasade lose one point. By reporting asade failure, misbehaving nodes damagetheir own reputations too. We desribe this reputation system in Setion 5,inluding some proposals for limiting the fration of adversary-ontrolled nodes,a disussion of some pitfalls introdued by our simple reputation system, andour tehnique for building asades to redue the hane that an adversary willontrol an entire asade.Setion 6 desribes our modi�ed MIX asade protool, and also spei�es howMIXes an deide when their asade has failed. In Setion 7, we desribe a vari-ety of attaks on the system and examine how well our design withstands theseattaks. Finally, we lose in Setion 8 with a disussion of possible diretions forfuture researh.3 Related Work3.1 MIX-netsChaum introdued the onept of a MIX-net for anonymous ommuniations [5℄.A MIX-net onsists of a group of servers, alled MIXes (or MIX nodes), eah of



whih is assoiated with a publi key. Eah MIX reeives enrypted messages,whih are then derypted, bathed, reordered, stripped of the sender's name andidentifying information, and forwarded on. Chaum also proved seurity of MIXesagainst a passive adversary who an eavesdrop on all ommuniations betweenMIXes but is unable to observe the reordering inside eah MIX.One type of MIX hierarhy is a asade. In a asade network, users hoosefrom a set of �xed paths through the MIX-net. Casades an provide greateranonymity against a large adversary, beause in a free-route system an adversarywho owns many of the MIXes an use intersetion attaks to dramatially reduethe set of possible senders or reeivers for a given message [3℄.Current researh on MIX-nets inludes stop-and-goMIX-nets [13℄, distributedash MIXes [11℄, and hybrid MIXes [19℄. MIX asade researh inludes real-timeMIXes [12℄ and web MIXes [2℄.3.2 Robustness and Reliability in MIX-netsPrevious work primarily investigates the robustness of MIX-nets in the ontextof a distributed MIX system [11℄. A MIX is onsidered robust if it survives thefailure of any k of n partiipating servers, for some threshold k. This robustnessis all-or-nothing: either k servers are good and the MIX works, or they are notgood and the MIX likely will not work.Robustness has been ahieved primarily via zero-knowledge proofs of orretomputation. Jakobsson showed how to use preomputation to redue the over-head of suh a MIX network to about 160 modular multipliations per messageper server [11℄, but the protool was later found to be awed [18℄ by Mitomoand Kurosawa. Desmedt and Kurosawa's alternate approah [6℄ requires manypartiipating servers. Abe's MIX [1℄ provides universal veri�ability in whih anyobserver an determine after the fat whether a MIX heated, but the protoolis still omputationally expensive.Reliability di�ers from robustness in that we do not try to ensure that mes-sages are delivered even when some nodes fail. Dingledine et al's reputationsystem for free-route MIX-net reliability [7℄ aims instead to improve a sender'slong-term odds of hoosing a MIX path that avoids failing nodes. This work sim-ilarly attempts to provide more reliable long-term servie by identifying reliableMIXes and building asades from them.We note that reliability and robustness an be omposed: a asade or dis-tributed MIX with robustness guarantees an be onsidered as a single nodewith its own reputation in a larger MIX-net.3.3 Approahes to MIX-net ReliabilityMIX-net protools an give spei� guarantees of robustness. Under suitablyspei�ed adversary models, these results may be quite strong, e.g. \this dis-tributed MIX delivers orretly if no more than half of its partiipating serversare orrupt." Suh protools are often ompliated and ineÆient.



Levien's statistis pages [16℄ present another approah. They trak both re-mailer apabilities (suh as what kinds of enryption the remailer supports) andremailer up-times, observed by pinging the mahines in question and by send-ing test messages through eah mahine or group of mahines. Suh reputationsystems improve the reliability of MIX-nets by allowing users to avoid hoosingunreliable MIXes.Instead of engineering the MIX-net protool diretly to provide reliability, wemake use of reputations to trak MIX performane. In this approah, we speifya set of behaviors that haraterize a funtioning or failed MIX. We are notlikely to prove strong theorems | the goal of reputation is to make the system\better" without guaranteeing perfetion. Like Levien's reputation system forfree-route MIX networks, our published reputations enable users to �nd betterroutes. Further, our reputation system works behind the senes to build morereliable asades | a proess that may even be entirely transparent to the users.Reliability via protool is the most well-studied approah, while reliabilityvia reputations in the form of Levien statistis is the most widely used. Ourwork ombines the two approahes: we modify the MIX-net protool to supporteasier detetion of MIX failures and then speify a suitable reputation system.4 How to Randomly Self-build CasadesWe periodially rearrange the nodes into asades, so that asades reet reenthanges in reliability, and so nodes in failed asades an get bak in a workingasade. We rearrange all nodes, not just those from failed asades; otherwisereliable nodes will onentrate in stable asades and unreliable nodes in unstableones, making it diÆult for new good nodes to gain reputation.Casades rebuild with period T (eg one day). By T � a� b, eah partiipantsends a sealed ommitment to the Con�guration Server (CS). At T�a�b, the CSpublishes the set of ommitments. By T�b, partiipants should reveal to the CS.At T , the CS publishes the set of reveals, along with the on�guration of asadesfor that round. Observers an verify that the CS followed the on�gurationsheme and used the ontribution from eah node.The CS gives eah node N a reeipt sign(CS; [ommitment; timestamp℄).The period from T � a� b to T � b should be long enough that anyone withinreasonable lok skew an verify that the ommitment phase has truly losed.Adequate time must be allowed for nodes to submit their serets and to make useof a erti�ed delivery servie if their submissions are not aepted and reeiptsprovided by the CS in a timely manner. The CS also provides a reeipt for thereveal. With both reeipts, N an prove that he should be inluded in the nextasade on�guration.Commitment fromN : sign(N; [N; IP; port; bandwidthpledge; tsb(randN )℄).Reveal from N : sign(N; [N; IP; port; bandwidthpledge;randN ℄)Here \tsb(randN )" is N 's temporarily-seret bit-ommitment to his ran-dom value (to be explained below, in Setion 4.1). The CS then builds a new



set of asades for that T , arranged aording to an unpreditable value ommu-nally generated by the partiipating mixes. Thus, no one an ontrol the on�g-uration of asades. Bandwidth might be divided into four ategories: 10Kb/s,100Kb/s, 1Mb/s, 10Mb/s. Partiipants hoose exatly one of these values fortheir bandwidth pledge, and eah of the four bukets is formed into a set of as-ades aording to the algorithm desribed in Setion 5, using the unpreditableommunal value.The ommunal value an be used as a seed to a PRNG, so the amount ofrandomness required from eah partiipant is quite small. If N is worried thatCS will ignore his ommitment or reveal (not provide a reeipt), he an usea erti�ed mail delivery system [20, 24℄ to onvine other people that CS ismisbehaving. Alternatively, we an build our own erti�ed delivery system bypre-assigning a set of witnesses (perhaps �fteen) from the previous T . A thresholdof these witnesses is suÆient to prove misbehavior. As long as the adversarydoes not ontrol too high a perentage of nodes then we an trust this system(f., Setion 5 for disussion of how we limit this).The set of asades is determined by the ommunal value that is publilyveri�ably ommitted when the CS signs and posts the ommitments and theirrevealed values. Beause a node ould still ontrol the resulting ommunal valueby hoosing whether to reveal its value, the ommitment is done suh that if it isnot revealed, the CS an unover it after a preditable amount of omputation.Any ommitted value that is not revealed by T � b should be omputed by theCS to be revealed at T .4.1 Communal Randomness via Temporarily Seret CommitmentsCommunal randomness, or more preisely a ommunally determined unpre-ditable value, is obtained by olleting random values from partiipating MIXes.These are kept seret until after everyone has ommitted so that no one anpredit the result of ombining them. The ommitted values an be unoveredwithout help from the ommitters if neessary so that no one an alter the om-munal result in a preditable way by failing to reveal what she ommitted. Onthe other hand, not all of the ommitted random values an be unovered by anadversary in time for him to raft a ommitment that will yield a preditableresult.Various approahes to this apability have been published. In [9℄, the om-mitted unpreditability omes from a long \delaying" alulation on the resultof a (fast) ombination of the inputs from partiipants. Another similar shemeis given in [23℄. Both [4℄ and [23℄ give ommitment shemes that are individual,as here; [4℄ also desribes a zero-knowledge proof of a well-formed ommitment.[10℄ further expands and develops the work in [9℄ and [23℄.We follow the individual ommitment approah of [10, 23℄ beause it is bothshortut omputable and easily ommitment-veri�able. Anyone possessing a se-ret (in this ase the ommitter) an ompute the ommitted result quikly. Onethe ommitted value is revealed, anyone an easily hek that this is the ommit-ted value. Commitments take the form tsb(randN ) = hen(K; randN ); w(K)i,



the enryption of randN with K followed by a TSBC funtion used to om-mit to K. [21℄ presents a funtion suh that the ommitter N an quikly andeasily alulate w(K) as well as en(K; randN ). One K has been revealed (oralulated) for eah of the entries, all the keys an be published by the CS.Anyone an quikly verify the ommunal unpreditable value by performing theenryptions and omputing their amalgamation.Neither shortut omputability nor easy ommitment-veri�ability hold forthe olletive ommitment that �rst appeared in [9℄. The appliation of om-mitments to ommunal unpreditability is not the entral fous of [4℄ and isonly desribed briey. It is also only desribed for two parties produing a ran-dom bit; thus only one ommitment from one party is needed to run the proto-ol. With multiple parties ommitting to many bits, malleability of the timed-ommitments [8℄ may beome a fator if the revealed values are simply XORedtogether to produe the result. The well-formedness proofs may ultimately playa role in the non-malleability of the ommitments sine this is similar to hownon-malleability of ommitments is proved; we leave this as future work. Instead,we avoid the issue of malleability by ensuring that the amalgamation of the re-vealed values is not a�eted by orrelations among those revealed values. Forexample, if the revealed values are onatenated in the order the ommitmentswere posted and then hashed with a well-designed hash funtion, the resultshould be unpreditable if even one of the ommitted values is unpreditable.We ould make use of the well-formedness proofs in [4℄ to prevent nodesfrom submitting malformed ommitments without detetion, but the omputa-tional overhead is not neessary. Whether a ommitment is malformed an beon�rmed after a preditable amount of omputation. One it is known to bemalformed, the result an either be disarded or it an be used as if it had beenwell-formed (details in [10, 23℄). Beause inputs ome from nodes with a vestedinterest in maintaining reputation, we an use the reputation system to ensurethat malformed ommitments are rare. All nodes must ommit to partiipatein the network, but to minimize the number of malformed inputs or ommittedbut not overtly revealed inputs, only ommitments from high reputation nodeswill ontribute to the ommunal unpreditable value. We might use inputs fromthe top half of the nodes (all bandwidths), to make sure we have enough inputsto make ollusion or ompromise of the result unlikely. Any node that ommitsbut does not reveal or puts in a malformed ommitment loses reputation. Tominimize ongoing problems from a misbehaving node, the random input fromthat node is not used for a �xed number of subsequent rounds.If all nodes ontributing to the ommunal value have revealed seret valuesthat an be veri�ed as ommitted during the entry phase, these an be ombinedby whatever means we use to yield a random result, e.g., onatenation andhashing as above. If not, we use the delaying alulation to unover those notrevealed. If all suh revealed values orrespond to well-formed TSBC entries, theresult still remains easily ommitment veri�able. If any of them are malformed,the ommunally determined value will only be veri�able by the orresponding



delaying alulation (with parallel or probabilisti speedup, one it has beendone initially, f. [10, 23℄ for details).5 Reputation System and Casade Con�gurationWe would like to develop as simple a soring system as possible | simple sys-tems are easier to analyze for seurity, and they allow the users to more easilyunderstand the impliations of a given sore. Our system derements the reputa-tion of all nodes in a failed asade, and inrements the reputation of all nodes ina suessful asade. Thus we don't have to worry about pinpointing the auseof failure. The hope is that reputations will give a general sense of the reliabilityof nodes over the long term.However, beause a node's behavior a�ets the reputation of its asade-mates, this introdues a new attak on the reputation system. When a asadefails that has fewer bad nodes than good nodes, it does more damage to theoverall reputation of good nodes than bad. Sine bad nodes an intentionallyfail a asade, they an exploit this vulnerability to gradually redue the relativereputation of the good nodes.1 The bad nodes \reep upward" on the reputationspetrum, eroding the reputation of nodes above them | our visual simulationsled us to refer to this attak as the reeping death.Beause the bad nodes an gain reputation faster, they an eventually getto any point on the reputation sale. Rather than ompliating the reputationsystem to prevent our adversary from performing the reeping death attak, weintentionally keep it simple and develop an algorithm for building asades thatminimizes impat from this attak.Sine bad nodes an position themselves anywhere (reputation-wise) to in-rease the hane of winning a whole asade, the optimal strategy to protetanonymity hooses nodes for eah asade entirely at random. The adversary'sability to position himself doesn't help him apture a whole asade. But, wealso want to inrease the ost of reliability breaking, so that the adversary anonly a�et asades likely to be highly desired for use if he runs reliable nodeshimself; simply getting nodes into the system should have less impat. We thusombine these approahes and begin hoosing asade nodes randomly (usingthe random seed from the method of Setion 4) from an adequately large set ofnodes, but still of the highest possible reputation. Details will be disussed inSetion 5.1.While the reputation system redues the impat of an adversary that merelygets nodes aepted into the system, the reeping death attak allows a resoure-ful adversary to quikly move up on the reputation spetrum. An adversary withmany nodes an still sueed at breaking reliability and anonymity. We preventour adversary from reating a multitude of identities and ooding the systemwith them (an attak known as pseudospoo�ng) with an identity-based barrier1 `Good' and `bad' refer to nodes that are honest or that are part of the adversary,respetively. Beause a bad node may be reliable to break anonymity or reliability,they do not neessarily orrespond to `reliable' and `unreliable'.



to entry: a web of trust like Advogato [14℄. A web of trust allows us to limitthe number of nodes an adversary an get erti�ed. [14℄ gives a proof that thenumber of bad nodes aepted by the web is limited by the number of honestmembers that might assign trust to the adversary (onfused nodes) | not thenumber of nodes the adversary reates. If we pik the seeds of the web arefullyand make some assumptions about the number and position of onfused nodes,we an bound the fration of bad nodes in the system.Alie should ertify Bob based on whether she believes him to be trustwor-thy (to be a real person with good intentions). If she erti�es based on expetedperformane, the adversary an simply run onviningly reliable nodes. Certi�-ation aims only to bound the total perentage of adversary-owned nodes in thesystem.On the other hand, we might ask Alie to not ertify Bob if she believes hemight be unreliable. However, this imposes a greater burden on Alie, and alsodoesn't aount for the fat that Bob's behavior an hange over time (whereaserti�ation is a one-time event). Instead, the reliability of an admitted nodewill be determined by the reputation system. Nodes that are the most reliableover time will have the highest reputations.5.1 Building CasadesIt is tempting to believe that some alternative reputation system or asadealgorithm an redue or simplify the problem introdued by reeping death. Forinstane, we might punish nodes inrementally more as they have more failureson reord. But this is exatly the problem| honest nodes do fail more often thanadversary nodes. For any pattern that we look for, our adversary an arrange itso honest nodes �t that pattern better or more often than bad nodes.Consider asades with only two nodes. In asades with one good and onebad, the bad node an hurt only one good node, so by onstrution bad nodesdo equal damage to good nodes. But even this system falls prey to the reepingdeath. Sine a asade an only fail if one of its nodes writes the \We failed"erti�ate, the both-bad ase will never fail (the nodes simply never write theerti�ate), whereas a both-good ase will sometimes legitimately fail. Thus ev-ery both-bad asade an stop funtioning immediately, yet the bad reputationsinrease faster than the good reputations over time.While we annot easily redue or prevent reeping death, we an hoose as-ades to produe aeptable and preditable risk and reliability despite reep-ing death. Reasonable anonymity protetion may require haining asades intolonger paths.We order the nodes by reputation, and hoose nodes for the �rst asaderandomly from within a pool of nodes at the top of the reputation spetrum.(Randomness is obtained from the seed hosen in the method of Setion 4.1.)Next, add to the pool enough next-highest reputation nodes to maintain its sizeand pik another asade at random. This ontinues until the last asade forwhih an adequate pool size an be maintained. At that point, the remainingnodes are formed into asades at random.



How do we deide this pool size? Assume the following notation:{ p = fration of nodes that are bad,{ s = sare fator: aeptable probability of adversary-ontrolled path,{ r = range: size of the pool from whih nodes are hosen for a single asade,{ l = length of a single asade,{  = hain length: number of asades hained together,For determining the range, we assume a worst ase for adversary distribution,beause of reeping death. That is, we always assume the adversary residesentirely in the pool of nodes from whih we're piking a asade. This means�pr�l = s and so r = ps 1lFor example, suppose that asades are of length 4, there are not more than20% bad nodes altogether, and it is aeptable that one of every hundred thou-sand paths (asade hains) is ompletely bad | meaning messages through itare ompromised. Also assume that we hain three asades to redue the oddsthat all nodes traversed are bad. Thenr = :2(10�5) 112 = 0:522Thus the �rst asade must ome from nodes in the top 52.2% of the repu-tation spetrum. The next asade must be hosen from the same pool, minusthe four nodes of the �rst asade and plus the four next highest reputationnodes. One the lowest reputation node has been added to the hoie pool, theremaining nodes are just hosen at random until all the asades are formed.A hained asade path is the same as a single long asade of length l withrespet to the odds that all nodes in it are bad, but they are not the same ingeneral. When a hained asade fails, only the o�ending subasade is removedfrom the system for that period and its nodes deremented in reputation. Also,users may hoose to hain asades or not, may not always hoose to hain inthe same way, or may hoose a longer or shorter hain. A user may hoose not tohain beause of the omputational overhead, the lateny, et. This hoie willa�ord him improvements in those areas, but at an inreased risk to anonymity.Users should be made aware of the risks. Our system allows an easy expliitpresentation of the relative risks and tradeo�s. It also allows us to adjust theseat the system level. For example, if we wish to redue r, we an weaken s, oradjust l or the reommended . Of ourse if p is high enough, s strong enough,and we limit l to some pratial bound, r may exeed 1 and no network isfeasible. Or r may be lose enough to 1 to render the reputation system largelymoot | but at least we an alulate this and reat aordingly.6 The Casade Protool, or, When to Fail Your CasadeOpportunies for misbehavior in asades fall into three lasses:



1. Entry point: Inoming messages might not be aepted.2. Inside the asade: Messages might be replaed with dummy messages.3. Exit point: Messages might not be delivered.Eah MIX an test its asade by sending and reeiving messages usingordinary-looking external addresses | but spoo�ng or maintaining plausibleexternal addresses is hard. Instead, we protet against this \seletively proessthe test messages" attak by relaying traÆ through other nodes in the asadeand allowing them to undetetably insert test messages. All l nodes in the as-ade (typially l might be 4 or 5) aept 1l of the total traÆ, and deliver themessages to the head of the asade. The head publishes a snapshot of the bath(a set of hashes of eah message) as he proesses it.A sender Alie an ask for the snapshot to verify that her message got intothe bath. If not, she onludes that either the head or the node she used wasdishonest, and goes to a di�erent node or asade. As an optimization, nodesthat aept messages an give Alie a reeipt if they aept her message. If hermessage does not make it into the bath, Alie an broadast the message andthe reeipt to the other nodes in the asade; an honest asade member willdetermine that the reeipt should have been honored and fail the asade.Beause all the messages to the head ome from other nodes in the asade,these nodes an insert indistinguishable test messages into the bathes. If a testmessage does not make it to the tail, its sender fails the asade. Sine othernodes an't tell whih messages are test messages, dishonest nodes risk beingaught if they replae even one message with a dummy message. To prevent thehead from seletively dropping messages from ertain senders, asade nodesaddress some of their test messages from previous senders. Thus our protooldetets misbehavior at the entry point (Goal 1).In the naive delivery design, the tail delivers messages and also broadaststhem to the other nodes in the asade. Every node attempts delivery. Sinethe tail an't tell who wrote a test message, he must deliver every messageto every node in the asade or risk failing the asade. To prevent the tailfrom seletively dropping messages based on destination, nodes address someof their test messages to previous reipients. Thus, the tail must deliver evento a user not known to be running a node. (This reliability inrease must bebalaned with possible spam abuse.) A more eÆient design assumes a PKIwhih inludes all reipients. In this ase, we shortut the need for broadastingwhen the original delivery attempt produes a signed reeipt; we disuss thismore in Setion 6.1. By delivering outgoing traÆ to all asade members, ourprotool detets misbehavior at the exit point (Goal 3).A dishonest head an publish a orret bath snapshot but replae its (or aonspirator's) portion of messages with dummy messages. Beause it knows itsportion ontains no test messages, all of those messages will be undetetably lost.We solve this by supporting external test messages as well. Alie might beomesuspiious beause the asade aepts messages but doesn't deliver them; shean send a test message, wait a while, and then reveal to everybody how themessage should have derypted. If at least one node in the asade is honest, he



will agree that he didn't see the message and fail the asade. Thus we detetmisbehavior after the bath snapshot is published. (Goal 2).Senders may want to hain asades for stronger anonymity. To make hain-ing asades more robust, nodes onsider delivery to a seond asade as a speialase. We an speify the entire asade rather than a single node as the nexthop in the hain. Eah node from the �rst asade hooses a random node inthe seond asade and attempts delivery. Nodes may verify that their messageis inluded in the next asade's bath, and laim misbehavior if not. With thismodi�ation, the head of a asade must be able to detet dupliates in thebath; however, sine all nodes must already detet dupliates to foil replays,this presents no extra burden.Sine senders exposing a faulty asade have no reason to hain their testmessages through another asade, some nodes need to expliitly send externaltest messages to other asades and verify their delivery.Test messages using real addresses help foil time-based intersetion attaks.In a standard MIX network, an adversary with information about what users areative at what times an quikly narrow down the set of suspets based on whentraÆ is seen. An ative adversary works even faster by knoking out suspetsuntil traÆ stops. Beause asade nodes send messages too, an address mightget mail at other times as well.Users worried about pro�ling should send eah message through a di�erentasade, so an adversary who owns a few asades annot read all messages.Users worried about message linkability should send all messages through oneasade: a single ompromised asade an reveal linkability.A deentralized algorithm would allow users to keep a similar anonymity setaross asade reon�gurations, further bloking time-based intersetion attaks.On the other hand, an adversary targetting a spei� user bene�ts from thispreditable behavior. We leave this as future work.Plaintext messages are distinguishable and so are less reliable. Further, sinetest messages with onvining plaintext are hard to write, nodes are unlikely toaddress tests to a reipient without a known publi key. Optionally, outside usersould ontribute onvining plaintext messages to be used as test messages by anode; that way it ould send a plaintext test message to the reipient and verifyits delivery.6.1 Delivery ReeiptsMessage reipients an give the tail a reeipt when he delivers a message. Thetail �rst attempts to get a reeipt, whih he an use to prove that he deliveredthe message. If he does not get a reeipt (e.g., beause the destination addressrefuses to provide a reeipt or does not exist), he broadasts the message to theother members of the asade, who try to deliver. In any ase they now knowthat he followed the protool.An unhappy sender Alie an ontat some asade node N and laim \Tdidn't deliver my message", along with a demonstration of the remaining de-



ryptions between N and T . If N remembers what he passed to N + 1, Aliean show N what it should have looked like when it got to T .If N has already heard from T about its attempt to deliver the message, heknows T is blameless. If not, he an query T for a reeipt | if T has no reeipt,the asade failed (either the message never got to T , or he did not deliver it).Delivery reeipts detet misbehavior as long as one of the nodes in the asadeis honest. If the honest node is the tail T and the message makes it that far,then the message will be delivered (ases 1 and 2 handle if the message doesn'tmake it that far). If T is bad, either he delivers the message to an honest N andit gets delivered, or he does not and Alie an onvine N that the asade ismisbehaving.If a reipient is not on�gured to return a reeipt, the delivery still getsthrough | in this ase, the message gets broadast to the other asade mem-bers, and eah of them attempts delivery. In a sense, the use of reeipts is justa bandwidth optimization.Most related work assumes publi keys for reipients are known to all parties.Without this PKI, the exit node an forge a signed reeipt from the reipient.But sine we don't need to link keys to external identites, a sender Alie aninlude Bob's signature veri�ation key in her message, allowing any asadenode to verify Bob's reeipt in a deentralized fashion.6.2 Capaity-attaking AdversarySine nodes an refuse inoming messages by falsely laiming to be full, thenumber of messages proessed by a asade is at least proportional to the numberof honest nodes in that asade. By inserting indistinguishable test messages intoits own bathes, eah node veri�es that the rest of the asade is suessfullyderypting and passing on that fration of its bandwidth promise, as well asguaranteeing that the bath provides a minimum level of anonymity. Nodesshould pad if they don't have a full bath fration; by failing the asade if theamount of traÆ oming in from the previous hop is outside suitable thresholds,eah node veri�es that the rest of the asade is spending (even if wasting) itsentire bandwidth promise.By not aepting any messages and then not delivering the orrespondingdummy traÆ, bad nodes an spend slightly less bandwidth than good nodes.But if those bad nodes are delivering messages for the honest asade members,they are doing no more damage than if they simply had not signed up thatperiod. Thus our design frustrates a apaity-breaking adversary (a speial aseof the reliability-breaking adversary).6.3 Resoure Management and Reputation ServersBeause the highest-reputation asade annot proess all of the traÆ, asadespublish available apaity information, inluding the expeted wait or availablequality of servie for messages. Users ompare reputation and available QoS fromeah asade, thus balaning load aross the asades.



A group of redundant reputation servers (RS) serve urrent node state. Nodesgive eah RS hourly heartbeat updates, and deliver failure messages immediately.Beause eah node signs and timestamps eah erti�ate, an RS an at most failto provide the newest erti�ate. EahRS works with the others to ensure orretdata, perhaps by suessively signing erti�ate bundles. Senders download theentire bundle of erti�ates if it is small enough, else they must query through theMIX-net or query via Private Information Retrieval [15℄ to privately downloada random subset. Otherwise, the adversary ould use that information to aidintersetion attaks.Atual deployment is still a omplex problem; we leave this as future work.7 Attaks and DefensesAttaks on AnonymityHave enough nodes to own an entire asade. By using a web of trust, buildingasades from a large enough pool of reliable nodes, and suggesting a safeminimum hain length, we ontrol the hane that this attak will sueed.Gain high reputation to read more traÆ. Similarly, our asade building algo-rithm bloks this attak.Replay attak, message delaying, et. We rely on the standard defenses o�eredby MIX-net protools.Trikle attak. If one node in the asade is honest, at least 1l of the traÆ willbe legitimate in every bath.Intersetion attak. Using MIX asades rather than free routes helps to defendagainst intersetion attaks from very large adversaries [3℄. By enouragingusers to pad with dummy messages when not sending traÆ, and to ontinueusing similar anonymity sets aross asade on�gurations, we an furtherompliate intersetion attaks. However, a omplete solution to the inter-setion attak remains an open problem.Inuene asade on�guration externally. Our algorithm for generating om-munally random unertainty resists individuals and groups, as detailed inSetion 4.Compromise the asade on�guration server. Beause the output of the CS ispublily veri�able, inorret behavior an be deteted.Knok down unompromised asades to get more traÆ. While the adversaryan knok down other asades, the low hane of owning an entire pathlimits the suess of this attak.Attaks on Capaity and ReliabilityFlood nodes with messages. If this beomes a problem, we an integrate a tiketservie suh as that in [2℄, limiting the number of messages a given identityan generate for eah bath. Other solutions inlude proofs of work and othermiropayment shemes.



Knok down many asades.We assume that our adversary is not strong enoughto knok down all or most of the asades in the system. If he only knoksdown some, servie ontinues as normal.Blok ommitments to the Con�guration Server. If the adversary launhes adenial of servie attak against the CS, the partiipants an together use adeentralized algorithm to simulate the CS (all of its operations are publiand veri�able).Flood the CS with ommits. We only onsider ommits from nodes whih havebeen erti�ed in the web of trust, and we only need to atually use thoseommitments from relatively high-reputation nodes.Refuse ommitments at the Con�guration Server. Beause we allow erti�eddelivery to the CS, refusing ommitments an be deteted by any observer.Refuse inoming messages as a asade member. This attak an work to redueapaity; but the node is still spending most of its pledged bandwidth onorretly proessing messages from other nodes, as well as generating dummytraÆ in plae of the refused traÆ. This attak is very ineÆient.Seletively proess only test messages. Our protool addresses this possibilityin Setion 6.Attaks on ReputationsBeat the web of trust. The seurity of the web of trust is perhaps the most riti-al assumption of our system. If an adversary an get a lot of nodes erti�edwithout spending e�ort for eah one, he an start widespread attaks onanonymity, reliability, apaity, and reputations. On the other hand, gettingjust a few extra nodes erti�ed does not buy him muh.Internal seletive DoS | reeping death. The adversary an use the reepingdeath attak (fail the asade if good nodes lose more reputation than badnodes) to gain any position in the reputation spetrum. Our asade buildingalgorithm makes this tehnique ine�etive at breaking anonymity; further,it may prove very expensive in terms of resoures to move a large number ofnodes to the top of the reputation spetrum.External seletive DoS | knok down the high-reputation asades. Our \allfor one and one for all" approah to reputation makes seletive denial ofservie even easier than in [7℄. Previously, to knok down a reliable node youneeded to suessfully ood it or ause it to not proess messages orretly.Now you simply have to loate and knok down the weakest member ofits asade. However, this vulnerability is aeptable: removing one asadedoes not deny servie to the system as a whole, and as above it does not getyou muh loser to breaking anonymity.8 Future DiretionsWe have desribed a protool for improving reliability of anonymous ommuni-ation networks, based on a MIX asade design and a simple reputation system.There are a number of diretions for future researh:
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